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Overview:
 Alan comes from Durham, NC where he has his home, shop and studio.  He is a member of 
CMW and has demonstrated for our club in the past.  He also taught several classes for CMW.  
He is known for his very delicate hollow form/finial ornaments, ikebana, stools and lamps.  He 
has demonstrated for numerous symposia such as the AAW, SWAT, NC, Southern States, and 
Florida and for various chapters of the AAW.  Alan has taught at the John C. Campbell Folk 
School, Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, the NCSU Craft Center, many chapters of the 
AAW, and in his Durham studio. He will be teaching at the John C. Campbell Folk School Jan 
30-Feb 5, 2011, and again in Dec 2011.  His work appeared at the Gregg Museum of Art and 
Design at NC State University.

Morning Session:
 Alan began his demo with a discussion of ikebana, a Japanese 
art form that dealing with the arrangement of flowers in a 
vessel containing water.  The vessel should not detract from 
the flowers and their arrangement, but should blend with them.  
Ikebana vessels can be a variety of shapes and the kenzan 
(metal cup with spikes) can be on or off center. 
 Alan chose a piece of 8/4 ambrosia maple for his ikebana 
turning.  It began as a 10-inch square.  He marked the center 
and drilled a 1 3/4 inch hole to the desired depth and diameter 

of the kenzan using a Colt Forstner drill bit.  Then Alan placed a previously drilled piece of wood 
on a One-way Talon chuck.  The jaws gripped the piece by expanding into drilled hole.  Alan 
flattened the surface of the piece  prior to drilling so  it would sit squarely on the surface of the 
jaws.  Alan brought up the tailstock.  Prior to putting the piece on the lathe, he sanded all the 
sides of the square.  Sanding is difficult after forming the thin edges.  Alan used a bowl gouge to 
begin the shaping.  He set the lathe speed was high because initially he cut only four points.  He 
removed the corners.  Then Alan used a modified traditional bowl gouge to shape the corners.  
He turned a foot on the tailstock side of the piece to accommodate a Talon chuck in the 
expansion mode.  The foot was about º inch in depth.  Alan 
formed the width using a parting tool.  Using a bowl gouge 
he formed the concave shape of the bottom.  The cut was a 
basic cove formation cutting from the outside in and the 
inside out.  The foot was further shaped using a 
conventional bowl gouge and a point tool to form a bead.  
Alan cleaned up and deepened the edge of the foot for the 
expansion of the chuck jaws.  Then he finished the concave 
curve of the bottom.  It is important to know that in this 



design the bottom of the center is above the wingtips so that the piece, when finished, will sit on 
the wings and not the center.  The piece would then be sanded.
 The piece was reversed, and the expansion tenon placed on step jaws.  Alan could not use 
the regular jaws because the tenon was too small.  He brought up the tailstock with a large cone 
attached.  The cone fit into the previously drilled hole.  The upper convex surface was then 
shaped using the bowl gouge.  By looking at the shadow of the edge Alan could determine the 
shape of the curve.  He used a traditional bowl gouge to get a finishing cut.  Then he removed the 
tailstock and completed the top.  Alan left a small raised area around the previously drilled hole 
as a design feature.  A point tool formed a bead on this design feature.  He used a negative-rake 
round nosed scraper to open the previously drilled hole so that the kenzan would fit properly.  
The piece would then be sanded.
 If Alan used a dark wood for the ikebana, then he uses Watco Danish Oil as a finish.  After 
the oil finish dries, Alan uses spray shellac.  The shellac should not contain wax.  Then he applies 

lacquer.  If Alan used a light colored wood,  then he uses 
shellac spray followed by the lacquer.  John Hill advised 
that an ikebana finish must be resistant to water spotting.  
Alan recommends perhaps trying a polyurethane finish.
 This completed the morning session.

Afternoon Session:
 Alan began his afternoon session by making a birdhouse 
ornament using the production method outlined by Dale 
Nish in his birdhouse plans available from Craft Supplies 

USA.  In this method Dale makes a jig for the roof section and another for the house section.  
When making a number of ornaments, this method is easy and quick.  When making just one or 
two ornaments, the jigs are probably more work than necessary.
 Alan placed a 2 x 2 x 6 inch piece of maple between centers and turned tenons on each end.  
Using a roughing gouge Alan partially turned the blank into a cylinder. He turned the tenons 
using a parting tool and a skew.  The piece was parted near the center producing two halves with 
a tenon on one end of each.  One would become the jig to hold the roof part of the birdhouse and 
the other the jig to hold the bottom or body of the birdhouse.  Alan placed the roof jig portion in 
the jaws and faced it off with a spindle gouge.  Then he turned it into a complete cylinder with 
some tapering toward the tailstock end.
Next he placed the body jig in the jaws and shaped it to fit into the body of the birdhouse so that 
he could turn the outside.  He turned the jig to a 7/8” diameter and 1? - 2” long.  Alan removed 
the body jig from the jaws and placed a steb center in the jaws.  Then he placed a 2 x 2 x 3” piece 
of poplar between centers.  He broke the corners with a roughing gouge and turned a tenon on 
the tailstock end.  It was then mounted on the chuck and turned to a cylinder the size of the 
finished birdhouse body.  Alan turned a 1 1/8” tenon on the tailstock end.  Then he turned the 
basic outside of the house (globe).  It was bored to a depth of about 1 inch using a 7/8” drill bit.  
Alan marked this depth on the outside of the house so that when he began hollowing, and further 
shaping the outside he knew the location of the inside bottom.  Alan drilled a 1/4 inch hole for 
the birdhouse door and a 1/8” hole for the perch.  The perch hole needs to be off to one side of 



the 1/4 inch hole and not under it so the bird does not hide the hole.  The perch hole also needs to 
be on a flat part of the globe/birdhouse body so that the perch does not insert on an angle to the 
house.  The outside was further shaped and then parted off with a spindle gouge.  Alan put the jig 
in the chuck jaws and placed the birdhouse body on the jig.  He finished the outside using the 
spindle gouge.  A 3/16” hole was drilled into the bottom of the house to accept a finial.
Next Alan turned the roof of the birdhouse.  He placed a piece of 2 x 2 x 3” zebra wood between 
centers.  After making a tenon, Alan turned the piece to make a cylinder.  He placed it in the jaws 
and further turned it into a cylinder and faced it off.  Then Alan drilled a 1 1/8” hole to accept the 
roof jig.  The roof was shaped including an 
overhang area.  It was then parted off with the 
remaining zebra wood left in the chuck.  Alan 
turned a small finial from the zebra wood.  He 
turned a 3/16” tenon on the finial to fit into the 
hole previously drilled in the bottom of the 
house section.  To turn the perch Alan placed a 
small piece of walnut between centers and 
formed a cylinder with a tenon on one end to fit 
into the #1 jaws.  He placed the small piece into 
the jaws and turned another tenon on the other 
end. Alan parted the small walnut piece in half 
so that he can make a perch from either half.  Alan turned the piece remaining in the chuck into 
another perch using a parting tool and a spindle gouge.
He placed the roof jig in the chuck and placed the roof on it.  Alan made a small dimple on the 
top of the roof and drilled a hole drilled for the screw eye used to hang the ornament. Then he 
inserted a screw eye with the roof still mounted on the lathe.  This completed the birdhouse 
ornament.
 For the final portion of his demo Alan turned a miniature goblet.  He placed a small piece 
of Colorply (source:  Curtis M. Cabaniss:  603-748-3232, www.laminatesafield.com) between 
centers (5/8 x 5/8 x 2 ”) and turned a tenon.  Alan turned the Colorply into a cylinder and placed 
it in the #1 jaws.  The goblet portion was hollowed.  Then he turned the stem – small sections at 
a time.  He turned the base and added details to it.  Alan then parted it off.
 This completed a very interesting, informative, humorous, and fast moving demonstration.  
A DVD will be available in the CMW club library in September 2010.
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